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ABSTRACT

Fights over election administration have become the “new normal” in the United States since the disputed presidential election of 2000, which culminated in the Supreme Court’s controversial decision in Bush v Gore. During the 2012 elections, the “voting wars” which had ensued since 2000 manifested themselves in a host of restrictive election rule changes passed mostly by Republican legislatures and implemented by Republican election administrators in the name of fraud prevention and administrative convenience. Democrats, the Department of Justice, and reform groups resisted the overreach, litigating over many of these changes. The results of this litigation were a mixed bag. For example, courts approved some voter identification laws, rejected others, and put Pennsylvania’s and Wisconsin’s laws on hold for the 2012 election. Overall, it appeared that in the most egregious cases of partisan overreach, courts were serving, often with surprising unanimity, as a judicial backstop. In Ohio, one of the twin epicenters (alongside Florida) of the 2012 voting wars, two important cases relied in part on Bush v. Gore to expand voting rights. The story of the 2012 voting wars is a story of Republican legislative, and to some extent administrative, overreach to contract voting
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rights, followed by a judicial and public backlash. The public backlash was somewhat expected—Democrats predictably made “voter suppression” a key talking point of the campaign. The judicial backlash and the resurrection of Bush v. Gore in the Sixth Circuit, however, were not. The judicial reaction from both liberal and conservative judges, often on a unanimous basis, suggests that courts may now be more willing to act as backstops to prevent egregious cutbacks in voting rights and perhaps to do even more to assure greater equality and fairness in voting. However, it is too early to know for certain.
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**Introduction**

A few days after the United States Supreme Court decided *Bush v. Gore*,\(^1\) ending the Florida 2000 election dispute by handing Florida’s electoral votes and therefore the presidency to George W. Bush,\(^2\) election law professor Samuel Issacharoff penned a *New York Times* op-ed.\(^3\) In it, he opined that the Court’s controversial equal protection holding that the state could not arbitrarily value one person’s vote over that of another might be used to force states to improve

---


\(^3\) Id.
their election processes through litigation. It would be lemonade from lemons.⁴

In the ensuing years, Bush v. Gore did not fulfill that promise. Even though scholars debated when, if ever, the case could apply beyond the narrow facts of a statewide recount with inconsistent counting standards,⁵ the courts seemed uninterested. Until 2013, the Supreme Court failed to cite the case for any proposition,⁶ and the few lower courts that relied upon the case as precedent to create better and fairer voting conditions were overturned or limited.⁷ By 2007, even I lamented the "untimely death" of Bush v. Gore.⁸

A funny thing happened in 2012. The voting wars that had ensued since 2000⁹ manifested themselves in a host of restrictive election rule changes passed mostly by Republican legislatures and implemented by Republican election administrators in the name of fraud prevention and administrative convenience.¹⁰ Democrats, the Department of Justice ("DOJ"), and reform groups resisted the over-

---

⁴ Id. Issacharoff wrote that the Court has "asserted a new constitutional requirement to avoid disparate and unfair treatment of voters. And this obligation obviously cannot be limited to the recount process alone. . . . The court's new standard may create a more robust constitutional examination of voting practices." Id.; see also Howard Gillman, The Votes That Counted: How the Court Decided the 2000 Presidential Election 198 (2001) ("[T]hose who remain resentful [about Bush v. Gore] . . . are the most likely to feel tempted into supporting the equal protection rationale of the decision. . . . [A] classic example of making political lemonade out of lemons . . . ."); Steven J. Mulroy, Lemonade from Lemons: Can Advocates Convert Bush v. Gore into a Vehicle for Reform?, 9 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL'Y 357, 369–72 (2002); Cass R. Sunstein, The Equal Chance to Have One's Vote Count, 21 LAW & PHIL. 121, 133 (2002).

⁵ See Gillman, supra note 4, at 198; Mulroy, supra note 4, at 369–72.


¹⁰ On the voting wars since 2000, see generally Hasen, supra note 9.

¹¹ See Brennan Ctr. for Justice, 2012 Voting Law Changes: Passed and Pending
reach, litigating over many of these changes. The results of this litigation were a mixed bag. For example, courts approved some voter identification laws, rejected others, and put Pennsylvania’s and Wisconsin’s laws on hold for this election season but perhaps not beyond that. Overall, it appeared that in the most egregious cases of partisan overreach, courts were serving, often with surprising unanimity, as a judicial backstop.

In Ohio, one of the twin epicenters (alongside Florida) of the 2012 voting wars, two important cases relied in part on Bush v. Gore to expand voting rights. In one case, a conservative panel of the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit—a court which had shown itself bitterly divided along party and ideological lines on election issues in 2008—unanimously held that Ohio’s disenfranchisement of voters for voting in the wrong polling location because of poll worker error likely violated the Equal Protection Clause. In the other case, the Obama campaign argued that Ohio’s contraction of the early voting period to exclude the weekend before the election for all voters except certain military voters violated the Equal Protection Clause under Bush v. Gore. The campaign made this argument despite the fact that Ohio provided twenty-three days of early voting and had for the first time sent all Ohio voters a no-excuse absentee ballot application.

Issacharoff, who was a member of the Obama 2012 reelection campaign’s legal team along with other noted election law scholars, bet a dinner against Bob Bauer, the campaign’s general counsel, that courts would not accept the argument that the partial contraction of


12 See infra Part II.
13 See infra Part II.
14 See infra Part II.
17 See infra Part II.
21 See infra notes 115–17 and accompanying text.
early voting violated *Bush v. Gore*’s equal protection guarantees.\(^2\)

Despite his optimism in 2000,\(^3\) Issacharoff was not alone in being skeptical of the theory applied to Ohio early voting in 2012. Professor Ned Foley, director of the Ohio State University’s Election Law @ Moritz program, believed the campaign’s argument was a loser,\(^4\) and I charitably called it “a major stretch.”\(^5\) Others on the Obama legal team, however, were more optimistic than Issacharoff about the lawsuit’s chances, including Issacharoff’s frequent co-author, Professor Rick Pildes.\(^6\)

Bauer won his dinner.\(^7\) A federal district judge agreed with the Obama campaign and restored early voting on equal protection grounds.\(^8\) A Sixth Circuit panel affirmed, with one of the judges suggesting, under a theory completely unconnected to the campaign’s theory of the case, that Ohio had an equal protection obligation to restore early voting to avoid the long lines which appeared in 2004 but had shrunk in 2008 thanks to early voting.\(^9\) It was a dramatic, though perhaps ephemeral, expansion of *Bush v. Gore*’s equal protection guarantees. The Supreme Court then declined to get involved.\(^10\)

---


\(^3\) Issacharoff, supra note 2, at A39.


\(^6\) Richard Pildes, *Early Voting and Constitutional Law*, ELECTION L. BLOG (Nov. 27, 2012, 4:25 PM), http://electionlawblog.org/?p=44801 ("I did not comment or blog about this case or any other matters during the election because I was working as a Senior Legal Advisor to the Obama campaign and considered it inappropriate to write as an academic expert when I was directly involved in these matters. But now that the election is over and I’m free to write, I want to make the point that once you conclude that the best way to understand [early voting] is that it is an extension of election-day voting earlier in time—which is what the federal courts concluded and which is how, I would venture to say, voters overwhelmingly understand [early voting]—it is easy to understand why the courts would have held it unconstitutional for a state to open its doors to some voters but not others. That is why I also thought the constitutional challenge to Ohio’s selective access to early voting would be successful and why I think most federal judges, not just those who sat on the case, would be likely to come out the same way.").

\(^7\) See Toobin, supra note 22, at 30.


The story of the 2012 voting wars is a story of Republican legislative, and to some extent administrative, overreach to contract voting rights, followed by a judicial and public backlash. The public backlash was somewhat expected—Democrats predictably made "voter suppression" a key talking point of the campaign. The judicial backlash, and the resurrection of *Bush v. Gore* in the Sixth Circuit, was not. The judicial reaction, from both liberal and conservative judges, often on a unanimous basis, suggests that courts may now be more willing to act as backstops to prevent egregious cutbacks in voting rights and perhaps to do even more to assure greater equality and fairness in voting. The lemonade may be late in arriving and in short supply, but it is still refreshing.

I. A Brief Look Back at the 2012 Voting Wars

In some ways, the 2012 voting wars look much like the voting wars of the last decade; Republicans alleged that voter fraud was a major problem, Democrats alleged that voter suppression was a major problem, turf wars broke out between state and local election administrators, parties fought over newly drafted election laws and new voting technology, the public's confidence in the fairness of the election process was low, and there was election law litigation. Lots of it.

I have been tracking the rise of litigation since 2000, and the 2011–2012 period fits comfortably into the general rise of litigation.

31 See infra Part II.
32 See HASEN, supra note 9, at 75–105 (describing Democratic responses to claims of voter suppression).
33 See supra notes 28–29 and accompanying text.
34 See infra Part IV.
35 For a description of the fights during the last decade, see generally HASEN, supra note 9.
36 See, e.g., id. at 88; Emily Deruy, Wisconsin Governor Opposes Same-Day Voter Registration, ABC News (Nov. 20, 2012), http://abcnews.go.com/ABC_Univision/Politics/wisconsin-gov-scott-walker-opposes-day-voter-registration/story?id=17767738#UK19doXOaW.
39 See HASEN, supra note 9, at 135; infra notes 45–55 and accompanying text.
40 See Nicholas O. Stephanopoulos, Our Electoral Exceptionalism, 80 U. CHI. L. REV. 769, 769 (2013) ("Unfortunately, the American approach [to elections] is linked to higher partisan bias, lower electoral responsiveness, and reduced public confidence in the electoral system.").
since 2000.\textsuperscript{41} The country saw an average of ninety-four cases per year in the 1996–1999 period.\textsuperscript{42} As the figure illustrates, I count 222 election-related cases in 2011 and 298 cases in 2012.\textsuperscript{43} Before the 2011–2012 season, the average post-2000 figure was 239 cases per year.\textsuperscript{44} Including the 2011–2012 season, the average rises modestly to 242.5 cases per year. High litigation rates surely have become the new normal.

\textbf{Figure. "Election Challenge" Cases by Year, 1996–2012}
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\textbf{Figure. "Election Challenge" Cases by Year, 1996–2012}
\end{center}

Although the amount of litigation has remained at its high post-2000 levels, the topic of litigation shifts in each election in response to changes in election laws, the political climate, and the adoption of new voting technology and procedures. In 2004, for example, Democrats and others brought suits to keep Ralph Nader off the ballot as a third party presidential candidate in as many states as possible.\textsuperscript{45} Many 2004 lawsuits considered disputes over counting new provisional ballots, which the federal Help America Vote Act ("HAVA")\textsuperscript{46} mandated be offered to voters found ineligible to cast a regular ballot.\textsuperscript{47} The

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{41} For the data through 2010, and the methodology used to compute these figures, see Richard L. Hasen, \textit{The Supreme Court's Shrinking Election Law Docket, 2001–2010: A Legacy of Bush v. Gore or Fear of the Roberts Court?}, 10 \textit{Election L.J.} 325, 327 & n.9, 329 fig. 3 (2011).
\item \textsuperscript{42} See id. at 327.
\item \textsuperscript{44} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{47} See 42 U.S.C. § 15482; \textit{Eagleton Inst. of Politics, Report to the U.S. Election Assistance Commission on Best Practices to Improve Provisional Voting Pursuant
2008 election saw new HAVA disputes, including one which went all the way to the Supreme Court over whether state election officers must match voter databases against motor vehicle department records in order to find ineligible voters.\(^\text{48}\)

The most prominent of the 2012 disputes that resulted in litigation concerned a raft of new election laws that were passed by Republican-controlled legislatures and administrative actions taken mostly by Republican secretaries of state.\(^\text{49}\) Democrats and voting rights groups charged that these new laws and procedures made it harder for voters to register and cast their ballots.\(^\text{50}\)

Much of the public attention and litigation focused on state voter identification requirements. Following the Supreme Court's rejection of a facial constitutional challenge to Indiana's voter identification law in the 2008 case Crawford v. Marion County Elections Board,\(^\text{51}\) Republican legislatures, with encouragement and support from the pro-business American Legislative Exchange Council, considered, and in many instances passed, tough new voter identification laws.\(^\text{52}\) Texas's law was among the toughest in the nation, and it passed in 2011 after years of Democratic procedural maneuvers to block it.\(^\text{53}\) Under

---


\(^{49}\) I do not intend this discussion to be a comprehensive examination of all the election litigation related to the 2012 election. Instead, I focus on some of the important and most salient cases. I also leave aside in this Article significant recent campaign finance litigation in light of the Supreme Court's 2010 decision in Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310 (2010), allowing for unlimited corporate and labor union spending in candidate elections. Id.

\(^{50}\) See Toobin, supra note 22.


\(^{52}\) Ethan Magoc, Many States' Voter-ID Laws, Including Pennsylvania's, Appear to Have Tie to Same U.S. Group, PHILA. INQUIRER (Aug. 15, 2012), http://articles.philly.com/2012-08-15/news/33201719_1_voter-id-laws-acceptable-photo-strict-photo-id. The one exception to the pattern of Republicans supporting and Democrats opposing these laws has been Rhode Island. For a detailed analysis of the Rhode Island political situation, which led to the passage of the state's voter identification law, see David Scharfenberg, Who Passed Voter ID?, PROVIDENCE PHOENIX (May 16, 2012), http://providence.thephoenix.com/news/138781-who-passed-voter-id/?page=1#TOPCONTENT. Rhode Island's law also was less strict than many of the voter identification laws passed by Republican legislatures. See Justin Levitt, Rhode Island Voter ID Followup, ELECTION L. BLOG (May 23, 2012, 2:38 PM), http://electionlawblog.org/?p=34694.

Texas’s law, student identification cards were unacceptable, but concealed weapons permits were acceptable forms of identification. Voters in rural areas might have to travel up to 250 miles round-trip at their own expense to obtain a “free” identification card to be used for voting.

The 2012 litigation over voter identification followed two tracks. In those states that were subject to Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, the DOJ blocked the tougher laws in Texas and South Carolina and approved the more lenient laws in Virginia and New Hampshire. A three-judge court comprised of two Democratic appointees and one Republican appointee agreed with the DOJ that Texas’s law would probably leave minority voters worse off because poor people are less likely to have the right identification and poor voters in Texas disproportionately come from minority populations. The court blocked the law and Texas appealed that decision to the United States Supreme Court. The Court vacated the judgment and remanded the case to the district court for further consideration in light of its June 2013 decision in Shelby County v. Holder, which held the current preclearance regime unconstitutional.

55 Id. at 140.
57 Texas v. Holder, 888 F. Supp. 2d at 140.
63 Id. at 140.
64 Id. at 144.
65 Texas v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 2886 (2013) (remanding the case for further consideration in light of Shelby County v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 2612 (2013)).
In the course of federal litigation, South Carolina made changes to its new voter identification law to make it easier for voters to claim an exemption from the law by claiming they faced a "reasonable impediment" to obtaining the identification.\(^{67}\) The three-judge court comprised of two Republicans\(^{68}\) and a Democrat\(^{69}\) approved the law, but given the short time before the election, blocked its use in the 2012 elections.\(^{70}\) Two of the judges on the panel noted that the law, as implemented administratively and as modified during litigation, was considerably more lenient than the law South Carolina originally had passed, and cautioned that the law's implementation could still be found to violate section 5 of the Voting Rights Act at some point in the future.\(^{71}\)

The other track for voter identification litigation was in state court, raising state constitutional law claims because the United States Supreme Court's *Crawford* decision interpreting the United States Constitution was not binding in state constitutional adjudication.\(^{72}\) In Pennsylvania, a state court judge initially denied an injunction in a state constitutional challenge to the voter identification law, following *Crawford* as persuasive authority and rejecting the argument that the law imposed severe burdens on voters.\(^{73}\) The court declined to issue the preliminary injunction blocking Pennsylvania's law pending a trial on the merits.\(^{74}\)

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court sent the case back to the trial court with a strong suggestion that the trial court temporarily block the law because there was compelling evidence that the State would not be able to get free identification cards to all the voters who wanted them before the election.\(^{75}\) The trial judge then blocked the State from requiring voters to show identification before being al-


\(^{70}\) South Carolina v. United States, 898 F. Supp. 2d at 48–51.

\(^{71}\) Id. at 53–54 (Bates, J., concurring) (joined by Judge Kollar-Kotelly).


\(^{74}\) Id. at *32.

owed to vote in the 2012 elections, although confusingly the judge still allowed the State to ask voters to show identification, leading to some uncertainty about identification requirements on Election Day.

Despite the temporary setback for the voter ID law, all of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justices—both Democrats and Republicans—suggested that the law would likely be upheld against a state constitutional challenge once the State had enough time to roll out the new identification cards. This recognition was one of a number of significant instances during the 2012 election season in which judges did not divide along party lines in these heated election law disputes as judges had in earlier election seasons.

In Wisconsin, two Democratic state court judges temporarily blocked the State’s new voter identification law from being put into effect in 2012, holding that it likely violated that state’s constitution by imposing severe burdens on voters. The state supreme court refused to take up an appeal before the election, even after the state attorney

78 Applewhite, 54 A.3d at 9 (McCaffery, J., dissenting) (“I have no argument with the requirement that all Pennsylvania voters, at some reasonable point in the future, will have to present photo identification before they may cast their ballots . . . .”).
79 In Applewhite, two of three Democratic justices on the Pennsylvania Supreme Court disagreed with the majority as to whether to send the case back to the trial court judge to determine if the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania would have enough time to get voter ID cards into the hands of voters who wanted them before the November 2012 elections. Id. For these dissenting Justices, the lower court record established that the Commonwealth could not do so. See id.; Jan Murphy, Profile: Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justice Debra McCloskey Todd, PENN LIVE (Aug. 18, 2012, 10:24 PM), http://www.pennlive.com/specialprojects/index.ssf/2012/08/profile_pennsylvania_supreme_c_5.html; Jan Murphy, Profile: Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justice Seamus McCaffery, PENN LIVE (Aug. 18, 2012, 10:25 PM), http://www.pennlive.com/specialprojects/index.ssf/2012/08/profile_pennsylvania_supreme_c_4.html.
80 Cf. HASEN, supra note 9, at 82 (“Judges appointed by Republicans generally vote to uphold voter identification laws, and judges appointed by Democrats generally oppose them.”).
general renewed the request before the court. But the state supreme court is predominantly Republican, and ultimate reversal of these trial court rulings seems fairly likely.

Voter identification skirmishes arose elsewhere as well. In Minnesota, the state’s Democratic governor vetoed a voter identification bill passed by the Republican-controlled legislature. The legislature then put a voter identification law on the ballot, and its supporters successfully sued the Democratic secretary of state for writing what supporters called a misleading summary of the measure for the ballot materials. The Minnesota Supreme Court blocked the Secretary’s rewrite. Voters nonetheless defeated the ballot measure, dividing mainly along party lines and challenging the earlier notion that voter identification laws have the support of voters from across the political spectrum. In Tennessee, the City of Memphis successfully sued when the state refused to accept Memphis library cards as proper identification under the state’s new law.

Voter registration and voter roll maintenance also figured heavily into 2012 litigation. Most important was the attack on Florida’s tough voter registration rules, which imposed stiff penalties on anyone registr-
tering voters who did not comply.90 The new law caused the League of Women Voters to suspend its registration operations in the state.91 A federal court eventually put the law on hold, and the case’s settlement ended its most serious restrictions.92 The year in which the state did enforce the law, however, saw a decline in voter registrations across the state.93 A state court also blocked New Hampshire’s attempt to require that college students registering to vote also register a motor vehicle and obtain a driver’s license in the state within sixty days.94 A federal district court blocked Texas’s tougher voter registration rules, but the Fifth Circuit reversed.95

Republican election officials also fought with the federal government and voting rights groups over the use of a list maintained by the Department of Homeland Security to ferret out potential noncitizens on the voting rolls.96 The effort raised questions about whether states were entitled to access the federal database for this purpose97 and whether attempts to remove noncitizens close to the election violated a provision in the National Voter Registration Act (“NVRA”)98 barring certain voter purges in the last ninety days before an election.99 A federal court found that Florida’s removal of noncitizen voters did

97 See Schwirtz, supra note 96.
not violate the NVRA, even though most of the purge lists contained a very high number of false positives.

Finally, the 2012 election season saw litigation in Florida and Ohio over cutbacks in early voting and in Ohio over the counting of provisional ballots. I discuss the Ohio litigation in Part II. In Florida, the DOJ blocked some of the cutbacks in early voting in the five Florida counties then covered by section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. The DOJ then agreed to a less draconian cutback of hours in those parts of the state. Faced with long lines during the truncated early voting period in Florida, Democrats and voting rights groups went to federal court, eventually losing one case and settling with some counties over some early voting cutbacks. Whether caused in part by the cutback in early voting or not, long lines appeared in Florida on Election Day, with reports of voters waiting upwards of six hours to vote in some locations.

II. The Ohio Election Cases and the Resurrection of Bush v. Gore

A. The Early Voting Case

The first key decision the Sixth Circuit issued during the 2012 election season, Obama for America v. Husted, was a challenge to Ohio's cutback on early voting hours during the last weekend before

---

100 Id. Opponents of the law also brought suit claiming that the program to remove noncitizens needed to be precleared under section 5 of the Voting Rights Act for the five Florida counties subject to the preclearance requirement. Mi Familia Vota Educ. Fund v. Detzner, 891 F. Supp. 2d 1326 (M.D. Fla. 2012). A federal court agreed the law had to be precleared. Id. Yet another lawsuit raised additional claims against the program, and Florida settled the case to stop some of the noncitizen purges. Tia Mitchell & Marc Caputo, Deal Reached on Voter Rolls, TAMPA BAY TIMES, Sept. 13, 2012, at B1.

101 See Dade, supra note 96.

102 See infra Part II.


the election for all voters aside from certain military and overseas voters.109

Ohio had major problems with long lines, especially in urban areas, during the 2004 presidential election, in which John Kerry narrowly lost to George W. Bush thanks to Ohio’s electoral votes.110 In response to the long line problem, Ohio instituted extensive early voting in the 2008 elections.111 The line problems were less severe in that election.112 Early voting was a key component of the Obama campaign victory in the 2008 election in Ohio and elsewhere, and likely in response to this successful Obama campaign strategy, Republican legislatures in Florida and Ohio cut back on early voting for 2012.113 Both states cut out voting on the weekend before Election Day, including over the final Sunday before the election, which many African-American churches used for “Souls to the Polls” programs to bring voters on buses from church to early voting centers.114

Despite these cutbacks, Ohio’s early voting period was very generous: it provided twenty-three days of early voting115—above the average of nineteen early voting days among the thirty-two states offering early voting116—and Ohio election officials for the first time sent everyone in the state a no-excuse absentee ballot application.117

While the cutback of voting on the last weekend would be sure to

110 See id. at 426.
inconvenience some voters and to put a kink in get-out-the-vote strategies, the move did not appear to be disenfranchising.

The Ohio legislature’s cutback in early voting had its own kinks. The state had passed a package of election laws including cutbacks in early voting that drew opposition from Democrats.118 Democrats, led by former Secretary of State Jennifer Brunner, qualified a referendum to reverse the changes.119 The Ohio legislature then repealed the law to avoid the referendum, but made certain changes to the state election code.120 Along the way, the cutbacks in early voting were restored for all but military voters, who would be entitled to cast an overseas absentee ballot.121

The Obama campaign seized on the disparity in early voting rules for military voters and other voters, claiming an equal protection violation in a lawsuit entitled Obama for America v. Husted.122 The legal claim was quite a stretch.123 Ohio election law scholar Ned Foley later described it as a “Hail Mary” pass.124 Courts had long allowed states to set different voting rules for different classes of voters,125 Congress

---

121 For a more detailed description, see Obama for America v. Husted, 697 F.3d 423, 427 (6th Cir. 2012).
122 See id. at 427.

Democrats argue that this law is unconstitutional because it “requires election officials to turn most Ohio voters, including veterans, firefighters, police officers, nurses, small business owners and countless other citizens, away from open voting locations, while admitting military and nonmilitary overseas voters and their families who are physically present in Ohio and able to vote in person.”

Id.

124 See “Election Law in the Roberts Court” GW Law Symposium on Political Law, GW LAW (Nov. 16, 2012), http://vimeo.com/user9108723/review/55785546/b29247c2fc (providing a video recording of the symposium panel in which Professor Foley participated).
had a long tradition of special voting rules for military voters,126 and there was no constitutional right to early voting.127

The Obama campaign seemed to concede that the State could create additional voting periods for military voters so long as the state did so in a considered way.128 The Supreme Court itself had issued an opinion in the 1969 case *McDonald v. Board of Commissioners*129 holding that the State could offer absentee balloting to only one class of voters but not to others.130 And the courts' general approach to this kind of garden-variety election law decisions had been to apply a flexible balancing test (the so called "Anderson-Buridick test"), which said that when the state imposed only a minor burden on voters' rights, it had wide latitude in setting the voting rules.131 Nor was there any authority for the idea that once a state enacted a period of early voting, the Constitution would bar the state from contracting it.132 No such "nonretrogression" principle applied to the routine choices each jurisdiction makes when it comes to the mechanics and details of voting.133

Nonetheless, in a somewhat muddled opinion reyling both on the rollback of the early voting period and on the disparate treatment of military voters, a federal district court accepted the Obama cam-

---

126 See Huefner, supra note 120, at 834 (stating that the "Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act . . . since 1986 has provided [military] voters with several key accommodations for voting in federal elections").

127 See Issacharoff & Pildes, supra note 125, at 6 (explaining that "[a]s a formal matter, the Ohio law did not deny anyone the right to vote").

128 See Foley, Two Big Cases, supra note 24 (stating that among the three factors supporting the Equal Protection Clause violation argument is the "bizarre and arguably capricious legislative process that gave rise to the differential treatment between two groups of voters").


130 See id. at 810–11.


132 See Foley, Two Big Cases, supra note 24 ("[T]he revocation of previously available opportunities may make no difference if a State was not obligated to grant those opportunities in the first place, and the State has simply returned to a situation it was entitled to be in initially.").

133 The only nonretrogression standard recognized by courts applied to jurisdictions (not including Ohio) covered until recently by section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. See Georgia v. Ashcroft, 539 U.S. 461, 490 (2008) (finding that a lower court failed to conduct the correct analysis to determine whether the state's redistricting plan resulted in the retrogression of minority voters' rights in contravention of the Voting Rights Act); Edward B. Foley, Non-Retrogression, Equal Protection, and Ohio's Early Voting Case, ELECTION L. @ MORITZ (Sept. 6, 2012), http://moritzlaw.osu.edu/electionlaw/comments/index.php?id=9673. These jurisdictions could not make any voting changes without proof that the change would not have the purpose or effect of making protected minority voters worse off. See 42 U.S.C. § 1973 (2006).
paign's arguments. On the rollback, the court seemed to impose a nonretrogression standard; on military voting, the district court brushed aside earlier precedent and found the State's justifications for the different treatment unconvincing.

Rather than beginning with the deferential Anderson-Burdick balancing test, the district court judge began by quoting extensively from Bush v. Gore, placing in bold the key sentence from the case which became part of scholars' calls for a "lemonade from lemons" strategy: "Having once granted the right to vote on equal terms, the State may not, by later arbitrary and disparate treatment, value one person's vote over that of another." The court also relied upon other Sixth Circuit precedent relying on Bush v. Gore (including Hunter v. Hamilton County Board of Elections, discussed below), to conclude that "[a]ll of these cases—and their precedents—rely on the principle that voters cannot be restricted or treated in different ways without substantial justification from the state." The court then mischaracterized the Anderson-Burdick test as standing for the proposition that "even where a burden may be slight, the State's interests must be weighty." This was a mischaracterization because courts had not found that the states must show "weighty" interests to justify nonsevere burdens on voters.

The court then found the burden on Ohio voters of losing the three extra days of voting "significant," pointing also to statistical studies supporting plaintiffs' "assertion that low-income and minority voters are disproportionately affected by the elimination of those voting days." The court then rejected as unsupported the State's argument that the cutbacks were necessary to address the needs of Ohio

135 See id. at 907.
136 See id. at 908–09.
137 Id. at 905 (quoting Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 104–05 (2000)).
139 See Obama for Am., 888 F. Supp. 2d at 905–06.
140 Id. at 906. This statement appeared to be a mangling of the standard from the Supreme Court's statement in Crawford: "However slight that burden may appear, as Harper demonstrates, it must be justified by relevant and legitimate state interests 'sufficiently weighty to justify the limitation.'" Crawford v. Marion Cnty. Election Bd., 553 U.S. 181, 191 (2008) (quoting Norman v. Reed, 502 U.S. 279, 288–89 (1992)).
141 Elmendorf & Foley, supra note 131, at 523–24 (stating that, "[m]uch to [their] surprise," a plurality in Crawford found that the state may have to justify even slight burdens with "relevant and legitimate state interests 'sufficiently weighty to justify the limitation'" (quoting Crawford, 553 U.S. at 191)).
142 Obama for Am., 888 F. Supp. 2d at 907.
election officials as they prepared for Election Day. It further rejected the argument that the State had an interest in accommodating military voters, who might be called up to military duty just before election day, on grounds that the Ohio legislature’s actions did not ensure that these voters would have the opportunity to vote on these days—the law left county elections boards the choice of whether to remain open for these voters over the last weekend.

The district court concluded:

The issue here is not the right to absentee voting, which, as the Supreme Court has already clarified, is not a “fundamental right.” The issue presented is the State’s redefinition of in-person early voting and the resultant restriction of the right of Ohio voters to cast their votes in person through the Monday before Election Day. This Court stresses that where the State has authorized in-person early voting through the Monday before Election Day for all voters, “the State may not, by later arbitrary and disparate treatment, value one person’s vote over that of another.” Here, that is precisely what the State has done.

The Sixth Circuit affirmed in an opinion by two Democratic judges and a Republican-appointed district judge sitting by designation. The Sixth Circuit majority also relied heavily on Bush v. Gore in reaching its conclusion that the cutbacks in early voting violated the Equal Protection Clause. The appellate court seemed to meld a stricter Bush v. Gore voting as a “fundamental right” standard with the flexible Anderson-Burdick balancing test in concluding that when the State imposed serious burdens on a class of voters, a stricter level of scrutiny applied.

---

143 See id. at 908–09.
144 Id.
145 Id. at 910 (citations omitted) (quoting Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 104–05 (2000)).
147 Obama for Am., 697 F.3d at 428–32.
148 See id.
It held that the district court’s finding that the cutback in the last three days of early voting imposed a significant burden on vulnerable voters was not clearly erroneous.\textsuperscript{149} It also agreed with the district court that the State failed to make a record indicating that conducting early voting during that last weekend would affect the ability of election officials to prepare for Election Day.\textsuperscript{150} As to the special treatment of military voters, the court found no justification for the State’s decision to offer an additional voting period only to them and not also to other voters who might need the last weekend to vote.\textsuperscript{151} It further opined that granting a special voting period only for some voters could allow a legislature to extend special voting privileges only to certain groups for partisan advantage.\textsuperscript{152}

\textsuperscript{149} As the Sixth Circuit majority explained:

The State argues that the burden on non-military voters is slight because they have “ample” other means to cast their ballots, including by requesting and mailing an absentee ballot, voting in person prior to the final weekend before Election Day, or on Election Day itself. However, the district court concluded that because early voters have disproportionately lower incomes and less education than election day voters, and because all evening and weekend voting hours prior to the final weekend were eliminated by Directive 2012-35, “thousands of voters who would have voted during those three days will not be able to exercise their right to cast a vote in person. Based on the evidence in the record, this conclusion was not clearly erroneous. Because the district court found that Plaintiffs’ right to vote was burdened, it properly applied the \textit{Anderson-Burdick} standard. Therefore, if Plaintiffs can show that the State’s burden on their voting rights is not sufficiently justified, they are likely to succeed on their claim that the State has violated the Equal Protection Clause.

\textit{Id.} at 431–32 (citation and footnote omitted).

\textsuperscript{150} \textit{Id.} at 432–34.

\textsuperscript{151} The Sixth Circuit stated that:

Ohio’s commitment to providing as many opportunities as possible for service members and their families to vote early is laudable. However, the State has offered no justification for not providing similarly situated voters those same opportunities . . . [A]ny voter could be suddenly called away and prevented from voting on Election Day. At any time, personal contingencies like medical emergencies or sudden business trips could arise, and police officers, firefighters and other first responders could be suddenly called to serve at a moment’s notice. There is no reason to provide these voters with fewer opportunities to vote than military voters, particularly when there is no evidence that local boards of elections will be unable to cope with more early voters.

\textit{Id.} at 434–35.

\textsuperscript{152} The court also stated:

Equally worrisome would be the result if states were permitted to pick and choose among groups of similarly situated voters to dole out special voting privileges. Partisan state legislatures could give extra early voting time to groups that traditionally support the party in power and impose corresponding burdens on the other party’s core constituents.

\textit{Id.}
Judge White, concurring in part and dissenting in part, sensibly rejected the majority’s argument that the three-day cutback in early voting imposed a significant burden on voters. The judge drew a sharp distinction between a risk of disenfranchisement, which was not present given the extensive early voting period, the absentee ballot possibility, and the opportunity to vote on Election Day, and mere inconvenience. But, refusing to look at the legal question in a “vacuum,” Judge White concluded that because Ohio had a terrible track record of conducting competent elections in the past, and because extended early voting seemed to alleviate the problem in 2008, the State was constitutionally required to restore that early voting period in 2012. She concluded:

153 Id. at 440–41 (White, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).

154 Judge White wrote:

In applying this balancing test, I cannot agree with the majority’s assertion that “Plaintiffs introduced extensive evidence that a significant number of Ohio voters will in fact be precluded from voting without the additional three days of in-person early voting.” If that were in fact the case, this would be a simple matter. The burden would be great and the rationales offered by Ohio, which are plausible and rational on their face but find little support in the record, would not outweigh the burden on those precluded from exercising their right to vote. However, though the record clearly establishes that a significant number of Ohio voters found it most convenient to vote after hours and the weekend before the election, the study did not consider the extent to which these voters would or could avail themselves of other voting options, either by mail ballot or in-person absentee ballot at other times, or in-person voting on election day. Convenience cannot be equated with necessity without more. Thus, it cannot be fairly said that there was evidence that a significant number of Ohio voters will be precluded from voting unless weekend and after-hours voting is restored.

Id. at 440 (internal citations omitted).

155 Judge White also wrote:

The key distinguishing factor here is that Ohio voters were granted the statutory right to in-person absentee voting through the close of business hours on the Monday before election day, and the election boards of the largest counties broadly embraced and facilitated that right, in response to the unacceptably burdensome situation at many Ohio polling sites during the 2004 election where, in some counties, voters were required to stand in line for long hours and until late at night. Thus, [the early voting statute], as originally enacted, was intended to relieve the pressure on the system resulting from heavy turnout on election day. Further, experience shows that Ohio voters have taken increasing advantage of in-person absentee voting. In the last presidential election, close to 500,000 Ohio voters cast in-person absentee ballots, of which it appears a little over 100,000 were cast the weekend before the election. Further, in the 2008 election, the residents of Ohio’s two largest counties, Cuyahoga and Franklin, cast over 100,000 in-person absentee votes, the vast majority during after-hours and on weekends. These counties have budgeted and planned for the expected extended hours and weekend in-person absentee voting, especially the weekend before the election. They have not budgeted or planned for any increase in election-day voting caused by the elimination of
Although states are permitted broad discretion in devising the election scheme that fits best with the perceived needs of the state, and there is no abstract constitutional right to vote by absentee ballot, eleventh-hour changes to remedial voting provisions that have been in effect since 2005 and have been relied on by substantial numbers of voters for the exercise of their franchise are properly considered as a burden in applying *Anderson-Burdick* balancing. To conclude otherwise is to ignore reality. This does not mean that states cannot change their voting schemes, only that in doing so they must consider the burden the change and the manner of implementing the change places on the exercise of the right to vote.\textsuperscript{156}

Judge White’s decision, while sensible as a matter of policy, was completely unmoored to the plaintiffs’ theory of the case and unconnected to any identified constitutional violation.\textsuperscript{157} It had nothing to do with the distinction between military and nonmilitary voters, which was the legal basis for the Obama campaign’s claim.\textsuperscript{158}

...
decision was more closely related to the constitutional claims raised by the Obama campaign, but, as described more fully in Part II.C below, it too was at best a major stretch of existing precedent.

B. The Wrong Precinct Provisional Ballot Case

The second key decision the Sixth Circuit issued during the 2012 election season, Northeast Ohio Coalition for the Homeless v. Husted, 159 concerned the treatment of provisional ballots cast in the right polling location but at the wrong precinct (generally the wrong table in a single polling location) because of poll worker error. 160 This is the so-called "right church, wrong pew" problem resulting from routine poll worker errors. 161 For example, one poll worker sent a number of voters to vote in the wrong precinct because the poll worker could not tell odd from even numbers in voter addresses. 162 The worker testified that if a number (such as "798") contained more odd than even digits, he would categorize the address as odd regardless of whether the last digit was odd or even. 163 Over the prior three elections, Ohio poll workers made many wrong precinct errors, leading thousands of voters to cast provisional ballots. 164 Under Ohio law, wrong precinct ballots may not be counted, even if poll workers caused the errors. 165

Ohio has had a long and tortured history of post-HAVA litigation over its treatment of provisional ballots, 166 much of which I will elide in this brief overview out of mercy for the reader (as well as the author). It is no wonder that provisional ballots have been the subject of bitter and protracted litigation: Ohio is a perennial swing state in pres-

160 See id. at 583.
161 See id. at 589.
163 Id.
165 See Hunter, 635 F.3d at 223–24 (describing the circumstances that led to the adoption of a 2010 consent decree requiring that certain provisional votes be counted when they result from poll-worker error).
166 For a brief history, see id.
identical elections and it had over 200,000 provisional ballots to be counted in the 2008 elections, including thousands of right church, wrong pew ballots.\textsuperscript{167} In a very close election, the rules for which provisional ballots must or cannot be counted could therefore be outcome determinative.

At an earlier stage of the litigation, the State of Ohio entered into a consent decree regarding the counting of a subset of right church, wrong pew ballots.\textsuperscript{168} To settle claims brought by advocates for the homeless, the Northeast Ohio Coalition for the Homeless ("NE-OCH"), the State agreed to count such ballots for voters who used the last four digits of their social security number as identification on their provisional ballots (the "SSN-4 voters").\textsuperscript{169} The Democratic Secretary of State, Jennifer Brunner, agreed to the consent decree.\textsuperscript{170} Later, when Republican Secretary of State Jon Husted replaced Brunner, the State sought to modify the consent decree, arguing that the agreement to count wrong precinct ballots was inconsistent with state law as later interpreted by the Ohio Supreme Court and that it was not constitutionally required.\textsuperscript{171} Meanwhile, in separate litigation brought by the Service Employees International Union ("SEIU"), later consolidated with the NEOCH litigation, the SEIU and other plaintiffs challenged the constitutionality of Ohio’s right church, wrong pew rule, which applied to all Ohio voters.\textsuperscript{172}

The SEIU plaintiffs relied in large part upon an earlier Sixth Circuit case, \textit{Hunter v. Hamilton County Board of Elections}, which involved a dispute over a 2010 local race for juvenile court judge.\textsuperscript{173} That election was very close, and the outcome depended on the

\begin{footnotesize
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{168} \textit{Ne. Ohio Coal. for the Homeless}, 696 F.3d at 584–88.
\item \textsuperscript{169} \textit{Id.} at 588.
\item \textsuperscript{170} \textit{See id.} at 584.
\item \textsuperscript{171} \textit{See id.} at 585.
\item \textsuperscript{172} \textit{See id.} at 583.
\item \textsuperscript{173} \textit{See} Hunter v. Hamilton Cnty. Bd. of Elections, 635 F.3d 219, 219, 226 (6th Cir. 2011) (describing detailed factual and procedural history).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
board's treatment of provisional ballots. The Board had agreed to count twenty-seven provisional ballots that were cast at the county board of elections during the early voting period using the wrong precinct ballot. The Board voted to accept those ballots based upon proof of clear poll worker error. The Board deadlocked two-to-two, however, over whether to count right church, wrong pew provisional ballots cast on Election Day at polling places. The Democrats on the Board wanted to investigate these ballots to see which ones were miscast because of poll worker error and to count those ballots. The Republicans on the Board voted against doing so. Although Democratic Secretary of State Brunner had issued directives to count more of the ballots, Republican Secretary of State Husted ultimately rescinded Brunner’s directives and opposed the further counting of the ballots.

The trailing Democratic judicial candidate sued in federal court, arguing that United States constitutional due process and equal protection principles required the counting of the rest of the right church, wrong pew ballots. She argued that once the Board agreed to count some of these wrong precinct ballots caused by poll worker error, it had to count other, similarly situated ballots. Ohio went to state court seeking a ruling that wrong precinct provisional ballots may not be counted, even if they result from poll worker error. The federal court, citing Bush v. Gore’s guarantee against the arbitrary and disparate treatment of voters, issued a preliminary injunction ordering that these ballots be counted. The State meanwhile obtained an Ohio Supreme Court ruling that these wrong precinct ballots should not count under state law.

The Sixth Circuit affirmed the federal district court’s preliminary order to count the ballots, relying heavily upon Bush v. Gore’s equal protection guarantees. It read Bush as requiring the uniformity of

174 See id. at 226.
175 See id. at 224.
176 See id.
177 See id. at 225.
178 See id.
179 See id.
181 See Hunter, 635 F.3d at 222.
182 See id.
183 See id. at 228; State ex rel. Painter v. Brunner, 941 N.E.2d 782 (Ohio 2011).
184 See Painter, 941 N.E.2d at 796.
185 Id. at 793–95.
similarly-situated ballots: one could not count one group of right church, wrong pew provisional ballots without counting other similarly situated ballots.\textsuperscript{187} There was a certain irony in the Sixth Circuit’s \textit{Hunter} remedy because it required compounding an error of state law (the counting of ineligible ballots) in order to satisfy United States constitutional standards.

The one Republican judge on the Sixth Circuit \textit{Hunter} panel, Judge Rogers, concurred in the judgment, expressing considerable skepticism that the board violated equal protection under \textit{Bush} by counting only the wrong precinct ballots cast during the early voting period.\textsuperscript{188} Judge Rogers thought that the Board could constitutionally agree to count wrong precinct ballots given out by the Board’s own workers and cast at the Board’s headquarters without counting wrong precinct ballots given out by poll workers at polling locations on Election Day.\textsuperscript{189} Nevertheless, Judge Rogers concurred in the judgment, because the Ohio Supreme Court agreed, for reasons of comity, that all wrong precinct ballots should be counted in this case.\textsuperscript{190}

The equal protection holding in \textit{Hunter} concerned only the unequal treatment of what the court viewed as similarly situated right church, wrong pew provisional ballots.\textsuperscript{191} The constitutional problem was the counting of only \textit{some} of these ballots.\textsuperscript{192} Importantly, however, the \textit{Hunter} majority also expressed “substantial constitutional concerns regarding the invalidation of votes cast in the wrong precinct due solely to poll-worker error.”\textsuperscript{193} In other words, the \textit{Hunter} court suggested it might be unconstitutional not to count \textit{all} provisional ballots miscast because of poll worker error, even if the board wanted to count none of them.

The courts confronted this latter issue head-on in the consolidated \textit{NEOCH/SEIU} case. The district court rejected the State’s argument to modify the consent decree to bar the counting of wrong precinct votes cast by SSN-4 voters.\textsuperscript{194} The court further agreed with

\textsuperscript{187} See id. at 238.
\textsuperscript{188} Id. at 247–49 (Rogers, J., concurring); see Court of Appeals—Judges, supra note 146.
\textsuperscript{189} See \textit{Hunter}, 635 F.3d at 247–48 (Rogers, J., concurring).
\textsuperscript{190} Id. at 247–49.
\textsuperscript{191} Id. at 222 (majority opinion).
\textsuperscript{192} Id. at 240–41.
\textsuperscript{193} Id. at 243.
the plaintiffs that the Constitution required counting all right church, wrong pew ballots cast because of poll worker error.\textsuperscript{195}

A conservative panel of the Sixth Circuit,\textsuperscript{196} relying upon \textit{Hunter} and other precedents, affirmed the district court on this point,\textsuperscript{197} holding that the disenfranchisement of voters solely because of poll worker error likely violated both the Equal Protection Clause and the Due Process Clause.\textsuperscript{198} On equal protection, the court concluded that the rule disenfranchising these voters imposed a substantial burden because it "effectively requires voters to have a greater knowledge of their precinct, precinct ballot, and polling place than poll workers. Absent such omniscience, the State will permanently reject their ballots without an opportunity to cure the situation."\textsuperscript{199} The State could offer no substantial interest to justify the disenfranchisement.\textsuperscript{200}

On due process, the Sixth Circuit panel concluded:

Ohio has created a system in which state actors (poll workers) are given the ultimate responsibility of directing voters to the right location to vote. Yet, the state law penalizes the voter when a poll worker directs the voter to the wrong precinct, and the penalty, disenfranchisement, is a harsh one indeed. To disenfranchise citizens whose only error was relying on poll-worker instructions appears to us to be fundamentally unfair.\textsuperscript{201}

\textsuperscript{195} \textit{Id.} at 779–90. The district court also ruled that the state had to count certain provisional ballots with defective voter affirmations. \textit{Id.} at 790–92.


\textsuperscript{197} See Ne. Ohio Coal. for the Homeless v. Husted, 696 F.3d 580, 599 (6th Cir. 2012). However, the Sixth Circuit reversed the ruling on provisional ballots with defective affirmations. \textit{Id.} at 599–600.


\textsuperscript{199} \textit{Id.} at 599–600.

\textsuperscript{200} \textit{Id.} at 595–96.

\textsuperscript{201} \textit{Id.} at 597.
Both of these readings relied upon *Hunter, Obama for America*, and other Sixth Circuit cases reading *Bush v. Gore* as requiring a certain amount of fairness or at least non-arbitrariness in the casting and counting of votes.\(^{202}\) The NEOCH/SEIU court also directly cited *Bush v. Gore* in holding that there would be a *Bush v. Gore* “problem” if the consent decree required the counting of right church, wrong pew ballots caused by poll worker error only for the SSN-4 voters.\(^{203}\) It therefore approved the district court’s order extending the earlier consent decree to require counting all of Ohio’s right church, wrong pew ballots caused by poll worker error.\(^{204}\)

C. *The Sixth Circuit’s Unexpected Extension of Bush v. Gore*

What to make of the Sixth Circuit’s significant reliance in both the Ohio early voting and provisional ballot cases on *Bush v. Gore*’s amorphous equal protection and due process guarantees?

One way of explaining the outcome is as a series of lucky breaks for the Democrats and bad lawyering by the State of Ohio. In the early voting case, the Obama campaign got a good draw of a liberal district court judge.\(^{205}\) The State of Ohio did not make a good record of its administrative interests in truncating the early voting period, relying instead on earlier precedent giving it apparently broad discretion in setting up special election rules for military voters.\(^{206}\) Ohio Secretary of State Husted did not help matters after the district court’s initial ruling by failing to seek a stay or implement the judge’s order.\(^{207}\)

---

\(^{202}\) *Id.* at 591–96.

\(^{203}\) *Id.* at 598. The court also noted another *Bush v. Gore* problem: Before concluding, we note some additional issues our ruling creates that must be resolved. While we have set aside the portion of the preliminary injunction addressing deficient-affirmation provisional ballots, the consent decree continues to mandate that some deficient-affirmation provisional ballots will be counted. This discrepancy appears to create a *Bush v. Gore* problem. Similarly, the consent decree standing on its own also raises *Bush v. Gore* issues by virtue of treating some provisional ballots differently than others. This latter concern is not purely academic, as the consent decree will be the only agreement governing these issues for Ohio’s 2013 primary elections.

\(^{204}\) *Id.* at 603–04.


This recalcitrance led the judge at one point to demand Husted’s personal presence at a courtroom hearing.\textsuperscript{208} After losing the early voting case before the Sixth Circuit panel, the State made the unusual decision to seek Supreme Court review rather than en banc Sixth Circuit review.\textsuperscript{209} Given the merits of the State’s case, en banc review had a fairly good chance of success. The Supreme Court’s decision not to intervene may have been less about the merits and more a calculation about whether it was worth injecting the Court into another election over a relatively small dispute.\textsuperscript{210}

The provisional voting case went to a very conservative panel, but it was a much easier case than the early voting case for the Democrats’ allies to win. Even putting aside \textit{Bush v. Gore} and a muscular reading of the Equal Protection or Due Process Clause, it was hard to accept the argument that voters literally could be disenfranchised because a poll worker could not tell an odd number from an even number.\textsuperscript{211} The Ohio Supreme Court had definitively decided that right church, wrong pew votes caused by poll worker error could not be counted under state law, and it therefore fell to the federal courts to prevent disenfranchisement through application of United States constitutional principles.\textsuperscript{212}

Upon closer examination, the Sixth Circuit voting rights victories and reliance on \textit{Bush v. Gore} were about more than luck and lawyering. The results reflect a broader change in the circuit’s view of election administration cases and the precedential value of the controversial 2000 Supreme Court case.

For years, scholars and courts fought over whether \textit{Bush v. Gore} had any precedential value at all, and whether the limiting language in

\begin{itemize}
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\item \textsuperscript{210} See Liptak, \textit{supra} note 30. The Supreme Court’s decision not to grant a stay has no precedential value in other cases. Barefoot v. Estelle, 463 U.S. 880, 907 n.5 (1983) (Marshall, J., dissenting).
\item \textsuperscript{211} Richard L. Hasen, \textit{Wrong Number: The Crucial Ohio Voting Battle You Haven’t Heard About}, \textit{SLATE} (Oct. 1, 2012, 8:15 AM), http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2012/10/ohio_voter_laws_the_battle_over_disenfranchisement_you_haven_t_heard_about_.html (“Amid all the fights over voter ID laws, purging noncitizens from voter rolls, and early voting, we should at least be able to agree, across partisan lines, on one thing: No one should lose the right to vote because a poll worker can’t tell an odd from an even number.”). Notably, Secretary Husted did not appeal this aspect of the case; Attorney General DeWine made the decision to appeal for the State. Barry M. Horstman, \textit{Ruling: Ohio Provisional Votes Must Count}, \textit{MASONBUZZ} (Oct. 12, 2012, 10:02 AM), http://masonbuzz.com/2012/10/12/judges-count-problem-ballots/.
\item \textsuperscript{212} See \textit{supra} notes 183–85 and accompanying text.
\end{itemize}
the case signaled that it was a "one-day only" ticket.\textsuperscript{213} Some scholars and courts read the Court's admonition that local election issues present "many complexities" as a signal that the case was not to be used to expand voting rights through litigation.\textsuperscript{214} Even among those who believed the case had precedential value, the scope of any \textit{Bush v. Gore} right has been hotly debated. Does the case apply only to post-election recount standards in a single jurisdiction? Does it require some equal treatment of voters more generally in a jurisdiction? Or is it a case about non-arbitrary treatment of voters, imposing a floor on irrational state action which could deprive voters of a right to cast a vote that will be accurately counted? If the claim is the latter, is that more of a due process claim than one about equal protection?

\textit{Bush v. Gore} has come a long way in the Sixth Circuit. In 2006, a Sixth Circuit panel in \textit{Stewart v. Blackwell}\textsuperscript{215} divided bitterly over whether \textit{Bush v. Gore} had any precedential value at all, and if it did whether it would bar the use of notoriously unreliable punch card machines for the casting of votes in only part of the State of Ohio.\textsuperscript{216} The plaintiffs' theory was that the State would be valuing one person's vote more than another's under \textit{Bush} if voters in part of the state had a much lower chance of having their votes accurately counted than in other parts of the state.\textsuperscript{217}

After a district court denied plaintiffs' arguments to halt the use of punch card ballots,\textsuperscript{218} a two-to-one panel of the Sixth Circuit reversed, holding that the selective use of punch cards in fact constituted an equal protection violation under \textit{Bush v. Gore}.\textsuperscript{219} The dissenting judge took the position that \textit{Bush v. Gore} had no precedential value whatsoever.\textsuperscript{220}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[213]{See supra notes 6–9 and accompanying text.}
\footnotetext[214]{See supra notes 6–9 and accompanying text.}
\footnotetext[215]{Stewart v. Blackwell, 444 F.3d 843 (6th Cir. 2006), superseded by 473 F.3d 692 (6th Cir. 2007) (en banc).}
\footnotetext[216]{Id. at 873–74.}
\footnotetext[217]{See id. at 871.}
\footnotetext[219]{Stewart, 444 F.3d at 843.}
\footnotetext[220]{Drawing upon my 2001 article arguing that the Supreme Court would eventually limit \textit{Bush v. Gore}'s holding to its facts, Hasen, \textit{Bush v. Gore and the Future of Equal Protection}, supra note 6, the dissent took the position that \textit{Bush v. Gore} should not be applied as valid precedent:

Since Professor Hasen's article, the Supreme Court has had ample opportunity to prove him wrong [that the case would ultimately have no precedential value] by explaining, or even citing to, its decision in \textit{Bush v. Gore}. But despite taking a steady load of election-related cases, the Court has not cited \textit{Bush v. Gore} even once . . . .}
The Sixth Circuit voted to rehear the case en banc, which under Sixth Circuit rules had the effect of automatically vacating the panel opinion.\textsuperscript{221} The State had been arguing that the case should have been dismissed as moot because the State had made the decision to abandon punch card voting.\textsuperscript{222} The panel majority had rejected that argument, but plaintiffs filed a letter with the en banc court conceding mootness,\textsuperscript{223} no doubt fearing that the Sixth Circuit—at least then with more conservative than liberal judges\textsuperscript{224}—would agree with the views of the dissenting panel judge. The en banc court then dismissed the case as moot,\textsuperscript{225} but that did not revive the earlier precedent.

Although Stewart ultimately provided no precedent for an equal protection reading of 	extit{Bush v. Gore}, the Sixth Circuit in 2008 decided League of Women Voters of Ohio v. Brunner,\textsuperscript{226} holding that allegations of improper administration of the 2004 presidential election in Ohio—from long lines at polling places,\textsuperscript{227} to improper voter registration methods,\textsuperscript{228} to problems with the accuracy of voting machinery—raised equal protection and due process problems under 	extit{Bush v. Gore}.\textsuperscript{229} The case later settled without proof that the problems alleged in the complaint existed, but 	extit{League of Women Voters} established 	extit{Bush}'s precedential value in the Sixth Circuit as both an equal

\textit{Stewart}, 444 F.3d at 887–88 (Gilman, J., dissenting) (internal citations omitted).

Applying a deferential standard of review, the dissenting judge, Ronald Lee Gilman, would have rejected the equal protection argument. \textit{Id.} at 894. The majority, however, "reject[ing] the dissent's claim that Professor Hasen's article has overruled the Supreme Court's decision," \textit{id.} at 874 (majority opinion), held that 	extit{Bush v. Gore}'s equal protection holding was binding precedent: Murky, transparent, illegitimate, right, wrong, big, tall, short or small; regardless of the adjective one might use to describe the decision, the proper noun that precedes it—"Supreme Court"—carries more weight with us. Whatever else 	extit{Bush v. Gore} may be, it is first and foremost a decision of the Supreme Court of the United States and we are bound to adhere to it.

\textit{Id.} at 859 n.8. The majority held that because of the much higher chance that a vote cast on a punch card machine would be accurately counted, the Equal Protection Clause was violated. \textit{Id.} at 871–72.
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protection and due process case. The Sixth Circuit then decided Hunter in 2010, reinforcing the interpretation of Bush as requiring equal treatment of similarly situated voters within a jurisdiction.231

In the Sixth Circuit’s 2012 provisional ballot case, the judicial panel and all of the parties (including the State of Ohio) notably agreed there would be a “Bush v. Gore problem” if the rules for counting right church, wrong pew ballots applied only to some voters (the SSN-4 voters) and not to others.232 The Sixth Circuit thus now appears to accept that Bush v. Gore has precedential value and that it requires some general baseline of fairness and equality in the treatment of voters.

League of Women Voters and Hunter set the stage for both the early voting case and the provisional ballot case in 2012. The early voting case,233 however, went much further than League of Women Voters, Hunter, or the 2012 provisional ballot case. It reads Bush v. Gore as a kind of free-floating license to do equity in election cases.234

Judge White’s concurring opinion in which she refused to decide the case in a “vacuum” or to “ignore reality” demonstrates that at least some courts are willing to go beyond the parties’ pleadings and recognize a judicial backstop role, accepting judicial intervention in the face of both partisanship and incompetence in election administration.235 I suspect the other judges on the panel agreed with Judge White on the equities but did not want to be as blunt in their legal analysis. Instead, the majority accepted the very suspect factual finding that the cutback of three days of early voting was a major burden, and moved the legal standard for reviewing election changes from a deferential standard to a skeptical standard.236 In place of a deferential Anderson-Burdick flexible balancing test, in which voters must tolerate minor burdens and inconveniences when the state posits a plausible administrative reason for how it has structured its election,237 the Sixth Circuit panel cast a skeptical eye toward asserted state interests, and embraced a special solicitude for voters’ ability to easily cast a ballot which will be counted fairly and accurately.238

231 See supra Part II.B.
233 See generally Obama for Am. v. Husted, 697 F.3d 423 (6th Cir. 2012).
234 For a defense of this result on equitable, if not legal, grounds, see Foley, supra note 157.
235 See Obama for Am., 697 F.3d at 437–43 (White, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
236 See id. at 428–42.
237 See supra note 131 and accompanying text.
238 See Obama for Am., 697 F.3d at 428–42.
I argued in Part II.B above that the Sixth Circuit's early voting decision was a major stretch and its reliance on *Bush v. Gore* was surprising. But the Sixth Circuit result has prominent defenders. Professor Richard Pildes, a member of the Obama legal team, strongly defends the result, arguing that courts are beginning to recognize early voting as akin to voting on Election Day (rather than being akin to absentee voting).\(^{239}\) He justifies the Sixth Circuit decision by citing Supreme Court cases recognizing the fundamental right to vote which applies to Election Day voting and which prevents states from discriminating among classes of voters to be granted the franchise.\(^{240}\)

This argument misses the mark. To begin with, just because voting is a fundamental right does not mean that all state "nuts and bolts" regulations of election processes are subject to heightened scrutiny. Imagine if Ohio in 2008 had set Election Day in-person voting hours from 6 am to 10 pm, and in 2012 it changed those hours to 7 am to 9 pm. If someone challenged the cutback in hours on equal protection grounds, I expect a federal court would apply the *Anderson-Burdick* balancing test, and if the court determined that the two-hour cutback did not impose a severe burden on voters, it would uphold the cutback. The court would do so despite the fact that "in-person" voting is a fundamental right.

The same *Anderson-Burdick* analysis should apply to a state's decision to enact a general cutback on early voting but keep additional in-person voting hours for military and overseas voters. Under such a law, other voters are not denied the franchise as in those Supreme Court cases recognizing the right to vote as a fundamental right;\(^{241}\) instead, voters retain the right to vote, and merely have fewer, although ample, hours (even days) to vote in person, as well as an easy method to vote alternatively by absentee ballot.\(^{242}\) So long as the law does not impose a severe burden on nonmilitary voters and the state has a legitimate reason\(^{243}\) for offering the additional voting hours to

---


\(^{241}\) See, e.g., Kramer, 395 U.S. at 626.

\(^{242}\) See *supra* Part II.A.

\(^{243}\) Indeed, the strongest argument in favor of the challenge to Ohio's early voting scheme is that the State did not enact the law rationally. Instead, it appeared to happen as the result of a convoluted legislative accident. I am skeptical, however, of arguments that the constitutionality of garden-variety voting laws should turn on the legislature's intent (an issue on which Professor Pildes and I have long disagreed). See Richard L. Hasen, *Bad Legislative Intent*, 2006 Wis. L. REV. 843, 847–48. As noted above, the Obama campaign seemed to concede that the state could have adopted the exact same law without a constitutional problem if it was the result of considered deliberation. See *supra* note 128 and accompanying text.
the military voters, the law should be upheld under normal equal pro-
tection principles set forth in Anderson-Burdick, regardless of
whether the voting takes place in person or absentee. To rule other-
wise can be characterized fairly as at least a major stretch of existing
precedent.

As Ned Foley explained while the Ohio early voting case was
pending:

[One] can easily reach the conclusion that the Equal Protec-
tion Clause is not violated just because military and foreign-
domiciled voters receive a modest increment in the number
of days available for casting a ballot that is not generally
available to regular voters. First, there is precedent for judg-
ing the state’s early voting rules according to the best argu-
ment that can be made on their behalf, regardless of whether
the State blundered into the situation of adopting the rules
that it did. Second, the revocation of previously available
opportunities may make no difference if a State was not obli-
gated to grant those opportunities in the first place, and the
State has simply returned to a situation it was entitled to be
in initially. Third, letting local officials decide whether to
give an extra three days to military and foreign-domiciled
voters undoubtedly makes that special benefit less valuable
to those who might take advantage of it (compared to a
mandatory requirement that local officials must make these
three days of early voting available to these voters), but if
the government is entitled to give more robust extra protec-
tions to military and overseas voters—as Congress repeat-
edly has done—then much more modest extra protections
for these same voters is not inherently unconstitutional vis-à-
vis the ordinary voters who don’t receive the same
benefits.244

In sum, the expansion of equal protection law in elections
through Bush v. Gore in the Sixth Circuit was surprising and not inevi-
table. The expansion may well be justified as an expansion of prece-
dent, but it cannot be defended as a natural extension of that
precedent. Time will tell whether the expansion continues, or a con-
traction begins.

---

244 Foley, Two Big Cases, supra note 24. For an argument that the unique factual circum-
cstances justified the district court’s decision to extend early voting, see Michael S. Kang, Michael
Kang Responds to Foley on Obama for America Non-Retrogression Principle, ELECTION L. @
CONCLUSION: A CONTINUING JUDICIAL BACKSTOP?

The developments in the Sixth Circuit are significant, but they could be limited and ephemeral. No other circuits have given Bush v. Gore a wide reading (or much of a reading at all). In the rest of the country, Bush v. Gore is still basically dead. The Sixth Circuit sitting en banc eventually could cut back on these cases too, or the Supreme Court may get involved and stop the expansion of the Bush cases; the Sixth Circuit is one of the Courts of Appeals most reversed by the Supreme Court. We could return to the days in which the Sixth Circuit declines to be aggressive in protecting equality and fairness in voting rules through Bush.

Aside from the future use of Bush v. Gore as viable precedent in the Sixth Circuit, the broader unanswered question is whether the courts will continue to play the backstopping role we saw in 2012. We might view this backstopping role as Bush v. Gore being applied as a concept rather than as a strict legal precedent. In other words, courts may be taking their cue from Bush v. Gore to more aggressively police election rules even if they do not cite the case or purport to apply its holding to new election law cases. If this is the case, it leaves open the question of why courts would do so in 2012 when they were less willing to do so earlier in the last decade. The answer may be that the Republican overreaching triggered the court reaction.

In 2012, courts were ready to approve voter identification requirements, for example, but not without proof that the requirements could be rolled out fairly. Tough voter registration and purge laws received close looks by courts, and some courts were willing to block the laws or put them on hold. Courts, to some extent, served as judicial backstops in 2012, but it is not clear if the trend will continue.

---

245 Since publishing The Untimely Death of Bush v. Gore in 2007, I have found no circuit-level cases outside the Sixth Circuit in which the courts have read Bush v. Gore to create strong equal protection or due process guarantees in voting. See supra notes 8–10 and accompanying text.


247 See supra Part II.C.

248 See generally Hasen, Untimely Death, supra note 8.

249 See supra note 11 and accompanying text.

250 See supra notes 51–89 and accompanying text.

251 See supra notes 90–101 and accompanying text.
Just as importantly, courts spoke with surprising unanimity across party lines in a number of the controversial cases, with bipartisan panels approving South Carolina’s modified voter identification law but blocking Texas’s stricter law. The unanimity, which differed from partisan disputes among the judiciary in earlier years, boded well for the legitimacy of the courts and for distancing courts from political controversy when deciding these very sensitive election cases.

There are early signs that some Republicans are considering pulling back on efforts that have made it harder for people to register and vote in the name of fraud prevention or election integrity. Clea Mitchell, president of the Republican National Lawyers Association, appeared to call for a truce in the voting wars in a *New York Times* opinion article. Republican legislators in Florida passed legislation to restore early voting days in an effort to eliminate long lines after evidence mounted that their earlier voting reform efforts were intended to suppress Democratic votes. Wisconsin’s Republican governor, Scott Walker, gave up on his plan to end same-day voter registration in the state. But all was not rosy. As North Carolina shifted to unified Republican government control, it began examining many ways to roll back voting mechanisms which had worked to Democrats’ advantage in getting more casual voters to the polls.

It seems doubtful that the voting wars will come to an end before the 2016 elections, even if we will see some pullback from more egregious efforts to make registration or voting more difficult. Democrats

---


253 See supra notes 79–80 and accompanying text.

254 Clea Mitchell, Op-Ed, *Give Partisanship a Rest and Address Real Issues*, *N.Y. Times Room for Debate* (Apr. 18, 2013, 12:55 PM), http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2012/11/08/does-our-voting-system-need-to-be-fixed/give-partisanship-a-rest-and-address-real-issues (“First, we partisans should declare a truce. What if we held our noses and declared together that Republicans really are not trying to suppress votes and Democrats are really not promoting illegal voting and fraud. What might we accomplish together if we quit calling each other names and turned our attention to the challenges facing our electoral systems?”). I note, however, that her reform proposals led with “clean[ing] up” the voter rolls and preventing coercion of voters and included no efforts to make sure all eligible voters could vote. See id.


256 Kam & Lantigua, supra note 113.


are redoubling their efforts to expand voting, including through same day voter registration. As opponents of cutbacks enter the next election season, they will be armed with some powerful legal precedents from the 2012 election, especially from the Sixth Circuit.

259 See, e.g., Ivan Moreno & Nicholas Riccardi, Democrats Strike Back at GOP Voting Measures in Colorado, HUFFINGTON POST (May 20, 2013, 1:14 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/20/democrats-strike-back-at-_0_n_3307732.html.